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Abstract
The Explanation Dialogues project is an expert focus study that aims to uncover expectations, reasoning,
and rules of legal experts and practitioners towards explainable artificial intelligence (XAI). We examine
legal perceptions and disputes that arise in a fictional scenario that resembles a daily life situation - a
bank’s use of an automated decision-making (ADM) system to decide on credit allocation to individuals.
Through this simulation, the study aims to provide insights into the legal value and validity of explanations
of ADMs, identify potential gaps and issues that may arise in the context of compliance with European
legislation, and provide guidance on how to address these shortcomings.
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The field of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) provides tools to understand automated
decision-making (ADM) systems, which, in turn, are often based on not interpretable machine
learning (ML) models. While a significant number of approaches are already put forward, we
know little about the perception of these explanations through legal experts. This is a critical
drawback, given that one of the main motivating factors to construct these explanations is
existing regulation such as the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)1, emerging
regulative frameworks on AI such as the Proposal for the European AI Act 2, or, as an example
from outside of Europe, the American Blueprint for an AI Bill of Rights 3.

With this work, we are aiming to close this gap: we present the Explanation Dialogues, an
expert focus study that is designed to reveal legal expectations, reasoning, and rules of legal
experts and practitioners towards explanations of ADM systems. We strongly expect that this
novel knowledge can help jurists and computer scientists judge the legal value and validity of
explanations, i.e., identifying the potential gaps and problems XAI can pose in the context of
GDPR compliance and pointers on how to account for these shortcomings.

Explanations Dialogues is designed to offer insights regarding the following questions: 𝑖)
How do legal experts reason about explanations for ADM systems, and how do they judge the
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legal compliance of existing methods? 𝑖𝑖) Do legal experts understand and trust explanations
for ADM systems, and what are the steps identified to go forward?

In concrete, we have developed a focus study where legal experts will be questioned about
a constructed, real-case scenario involving a private bank, an ADM system and an internal
consultant. The bank provides explanations about the ADM process used to assess its customers’
creditworthiness and, acting as internal consultants of the bank, the legal experts are expected
to evaluate compliance with the information and explanations concerning the interest and
duties of the bank and the interest and rights of the data subjects.

1. Legal Background

The project has been developed under the legal basis of the right to not be subject to an automated
decision-making system, as referred to in Article 22 of the GDPR, and the safeguards and
information duties established upon it in the same European Regulation. For the project, we
hold the view that the rights to information and an explanation about automated decision-making
arise from different Articles of the GDPR, Article 22(3), and Articles 13(2)(h), 14(2)(g) and 15(1)(h)
respectively. Firstly, Articles 13(2)(h) and 14(2)(g) of the GDPR establish a duty for the data
controller to provide information to the data subject regarding the existence of automated
decision-making, meaningful information about the logic involved, and the significance and
the envisaged consequences. As a result of this duty, the data subject has an ex-ante right to
information which does not need to be actively exercised. Additionally, Article 15(1)(h) assesses
the rights of the data subject to the access and requirement of information, including information
regarding the existence of automated decision-making, meaningful information about the logic
involved, and the significance and the envisaged consequences. As the exercise of this right
resides in the active exercise of it by the data subject, it is arguable that it can entail ex-ante or
ex-post information about the decision. Given that it is the subject who has to exercise that
right, it is apparent that Article 15(1)(h) covers situations where either no automated decision
affecting the subject has yet been taken or a decision has been taken and the subject sought to
corroborate whether it is an automated or not. In the first case, the information received by
the data subject shall be the same as for Articles 13(2)(h) and 14(2)(g). In the second case, on
the contrary, the information shall be as set out in Article 22 (3) and its Recital 71. Thus, this
ex-post information about the particular decision shall explain the decision reached after such
assessment to contest the decision and express the point of view of the data subject. Indeed, the
first case will involve a right to information, while the second will entail a right to explanation.
Finally, Article 22 establishes both a right to information and a right to an explanation. The first
will arise from the ex-ante necessity of the data subject to consent to and enter into a contract
with automated decision-making (systems) as referred to in the exceptions of Article 22(2). The
second will arise from the ex-post effective exercise of the safeguards set out in Article 22(3),
namely, to express his or her point of view and to contest the decision.

This assessment of the rights to information and an explanation presents the legal motivation
behind our simulation. However, we will refrain from transmitting this view to our project
participants in order to avoid influencing their responses and their approach to the explanations
and information provided. We expect participants to evaluate whether the provided examples



comply with the provisions of the GDPR and to identify the possible gaps or problems, wherefore,
respecting their own rights’ assessment and judgment is of special relevance.

2. Technical Background

In the experiment, we present five different global and local explanation methods. While global
explanation methods focus on the full model, local methods describe the model behavior only
close to the data instance in focus (here: an application instance). Also, all presented methods
are model-agnostic, i.e. can generally be used to explain any type of underlying ML model [1].

We present global and local explanations in the form of SHAP values [2], global explanations
as PDPs [3], local explanations in the form of counterfactual data instances computed by DICE
[4], and (counter-)factual rules computed by LORE [5].

SHapley Additive exPlanations [2]: SHAP values rely on a game-theoretic approach. Local
SHAP values represent contributions of features towards the ADM risk score value for a single
application instance. Global SHAP values are calculated as averages over local SHAP values.

Partial Dependence Plot [3]: PDPs show the marginal effect of a feature towards the ADM
risk score. PDPs are calculated by varying the range of feature values and then computing the
average ADM risk score by keeping that value fixed over a set of application instances.

LOcal Rule-based Explanations [5]: LORE provides if-then rules as explanations. Both
a factual rule (“Why did the model decide that way?”) and a contrastive rule (“What has to
change in which way such that the decision will change?”) is presented.

DIverse Counterfactual Explanations [4]: DICE provides single contrastive examples in
the form of data points. Such points are computed based on a minimum distance to the original
data instance (the application instance), however, they must receive the opposite decision
(different risk score) by the ADM system.

3. Experiment and Interview Details

The Explanation Dialogues project is realized via expert interviews where participants play the
role of internal legal consultants requested by a bank to analyse a set of explanations about
automated decisions on the granting and refusal of credit. For the project, participants are
presented with two different cases: explanations for customers that applied for credit and were
correctly rejected from the credit (“true positive”), and explanations for customers that applied
for credit and were falsely rejected, i.e. customers that were respectively considered correctly or
incorrectly as "high risk" creditors by the ADM system (“false positive”). For each case scenario,
five different types of explanations are developed. Questions focus on the analysis of single
explanations, and to compare between different methods and cases.

We decided to rely on an hypothetical case, rather than observing and analyzing the process
followed by a real company to provide information and explanation to its customers, as due to



time and resources constrains the later would require to take under consideration too many
variants and explanations, whether the later allow us to set a quasi-controlled scenario.

Randomization and Design The explanations are randomly sampled per participant - we
sample three out of five (one global, two local). This is to cover different explanation methods
between different participants (subjects) but avoid an overload per participant. In each of the
two cases, therefore, the same explanation method is presented to the same participant, i.e., if
for a participant PDP explanations were sampled, they are presented in both cases. This is to
compare answers within the same participant. Also, the order of the presentation of the two
cases is random, i.e., whether a participant first learns about the “true positive” or the “false
positive” case. Thus, we use a mix of within- and between-subject design.

Between the two cases, participants are asked to answer questions to facilitate the comparison
of answers within each case. After the online (written) interview, we will offer the opportunity
to all participants to engage in follow-up interviews, and aim to clarify and gain more insights
about the answers provided.

Participants Selection Since Explanation Dialogues seeks to gather the expertise and knowl-
edge of academics and professionals with reputable and renowned careers in legal matters
and compliance with AI systems, we will contact around thirty participants –including aca-
demics, researchers, and professors- selected through purposive sampling, on the criteria that
they are legal experts on the GDPR of the European Union, particularly on explainability and
interpretability of ADM systems.

Evaluation The analysis of the responses will be carried out through qualitative and quanti-
tative methods. We will analyze the open-ended questions of the (written) interview through a
qualitative analysis of the experts’ judgments about the explanations provided, with a focus
on understanding whether they consider the explanations to comply with the law and which
improvements should be made. We will also ask some questions about the general understanding
of the method - but this is not the main focus point of this study. We will conduct a thematic
analysis based on grounded theory (following Glaser and Strauss), from which we intend to
obtain knowledge that cannot be explored with closed questions. On the other hand, we will
use computational tools for summarization, exploration, and visualization in the quantitative
analysis of response data.

4. Outlook

It is critical to understand that while our work is closely related to those concerning users’ inter-
actions and experiences towards XAI [6, 7], as well as their perceptions of justice on automated
decisions [8], our main purpose is distinct. While we also care about the understandability of
explanations, our central concern is the assessment of explanations by legal experts. In other
words, the study is set up to investigate how explanations about ADM systems as provided
by XAI tools are perceived and disputed by legal experts and scholars in a fictional scenario
resembling a daily life situation.



This work is a highly interdisciplinary contribution between the law, the computer sciences,
the social sciences, and the cognitive sciences. Further - by putting forward an expert focus
study based on a fictions use-case in the credit domain and establishing links towards the
European legislative framework - we strongly acknowledge the need for contextual work in the
domain of XAI.
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